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INTRODUCTION 
Presented in this paper are the computational results of NO reburning with (a) a combination 

of methane and acetylene and (b) a combination of methane and ammonia. An updated reaction 
mechanism' that was more comprehensive in terms of predicting the ammonia and isocyanic acid 
oxidation c h e m i s e  3p was employed to run the CKINTERP program. Using the binary file created 
by executing the above program and the input stoichiometric ratio conditions, the CHEMKIN' 
package predicted the exit concentrations of various species involved in NO reburning. 

NO REBURNING WITH METHANE/ACETYLENE 
A typical CH4/C,H,: 90/10 combination at stoichiometric ratio (SR2) 0.9 would represent the 

initial concentration of flue gas as 1.88% CH, 0.21% Ca, ,  16.47% CO,, 1.89% 0,, lo00 ppm NO 
and 79.45% N,/He. With varying SR2 conditions, the program was run for a fixed reburn fuel 
composition for a residence time of 0.2 s at the reactor temperature of 1373 K. The final 
concentrations of various nitrogen containing species were obtained from these tests. Then another 
reburn fuel composition was chosen, the initial concentrations of various species at different SR2 
values (0.7-1.05) were calculated and fed to CHEMKIN to solve for the exit concentrations of 
nitrogen containing species at this reburn fuel composition. Likewise, the tests were repeated for 
various combinations of methane and acetylene. The three significant nitrogen containing species 
were NO, HCN and ,NH, The concentrations of NO, and N,O were found to be negligible as in the 
case of methane reburning6. The following Figures 1 through 3 display the effect of the composition 
of CH,/GH, on exit concentrations of NO, HCN and NH, respectively in NO reburning. 

The addition of acetylene to methane as reburn fuel seems to favor the reduction of NO 
appreciably, as seen in Fig. 1. The best achievable NO concentration for 100/0 combination of 
CH4/C,H, is 46 ppm from the initially fed lo00 ppm, as the equilibrium comes to completion . But 
with 10% acetylene, that is, 90/10 combination of CH,/C,H, , we are able to obtain the much needed 
further reduction by shifting the equilibrium. For the 90% CH, and 10% C,H, the concentration of 
NO is reduced from lo00 ppm to 7 ppm. This is very significant and contributes greatly toward 
meeting the regulations on NO, reduction. From Fig. 2, it can be seen that HCN concentration is 
increased only slightly for 90% CH, and 10% cli& reaction (864 ppm) in comparison with the 
100% CH, reaction (833 ppm). This HCN is highly unstable at high temperatures and its recovery 
is reported to be 30%7 at 1100 C for a residence time of 1 s. 

For all the reburn fuel combinations of CH, and C,H,, the variation of exit concentrations 
with SR2 values shows trends that are similar. At SR2 < 0.9 the HCN formation is more from NO 
(70 - 90%). But above SR2 of 0.9, the NO+HCN mechanism is greatly affected, that is, at SR2 > 
0.9 the NO concentration increases and HCN concentration decreases. Both HCN and NH, show 
similar trend with SR2. It appears from Figures 2 and 3 that a fragmental portion of HCN is always 
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converted to NH, by some reaction. The NO reduction could go through a series reaction 
NO+HCN+NH,. 
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NO REBURNING WITH METHANFYWONIA 
A typical CH,/NH,: 96/4 combination at SR2=0.9 would represent the initial concentration 

of the flue gas as 2.1 1% CH,, 0.0877% NH,, 16.45% CO,, 1.89% O,, 1000 ppm NO and 79.366% 
N,/He. The program was run for varying SR2 conditions for a fixed reburn composition at the 
reactor temperature of 1373 K and for a residence time of 0.2 s and the entire process was repeated 
for three reburn he1 compositions. Unlike in the case of CH,/C,H,, NO reburning with CH,/NH, 
resulted in some N,O formation. Figures 4 through 7 depict the exit concentrations of significant 
nitrogen containing species, namely NO, HCN, NH,, N,O for SR2 range of 0.7 to 1.05 and for 
various combinations of methane/ammonia. The residence time is 0.2 s and the reactor temperature 
is 1373 K for these runs. 



From Fig. 4, it can be observed that the NO concentration has decreased considerably for 
96/4 composition of CH,/NH,, This result looks very promising. The NO exit concentration for 
100% methane reburning ranges 46-250 ppm while the composition with 4% ammonia brings the 
concentration to 6-25 ppm. This can be a very significant reduction strategy. 

Figure 5 shows that the HCN concentration drops considerably from 690-830 ppm range to 
340-570 ppm range for SR2 values 0.7 to 0.9 with the introduction of 4% ammonia as reburn fuel. 
As mentioned before, HCN is highly unstable at high temperatures and its recovery is reported to be 
30%7 at 1100 C for a residence time of 1 s. From Fig. 6, we can observe an increase in ammonia 
concentration for the above SR2 range; the NH3 concentration at SR24.9 is 157 ppm for CH,/NH,: 
96/4 while it is 39 ppm for 100% CH, reburning. This level of exiting ammonia can be easily 
handled in the burnout zone where NH,+O, -+ N2+H20. There is very little increase of 0 at 
SR2=0.9 due to addition of ammonia in the reburn fuel, as seen in Fig. 7. 
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Figures 4-7: Effect of the composition of methane/ ammonia on exit concentrations of NO, HCN, NH, and N,O in NO 
reburning (Input NO Concentration: IO00 ppm, Reactor Temperature: 1373 K Residence-Time: 0.2 s) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
On the whole for 96% methane and 4% ammonia, the best operating point will be SR2=0.9. 
Comparing its effedt with 100% methane as reburn fuel, the NO concentration reduced from 46 ppm 
to 6 ppm out of the initally fed lo00 ppm. While HCN concentration reduced from 830 ppm to 570 
ppm, ammonia concentration increased from 40 ppm to 160 ppm. This trend could be due to trace 
amounts of unreacted ammonia slippage through the reburning zone. Also, the reduction seen in 
HCN could have reflected on ammonia increase through the series reaction NO+HCN+NH3. The 
increase in N,O is negligible (0.24 ppm to 1.33 ppm) and is well within the state and federal limits. 

On the whole for 90% methane and 10% acetylene the best operating point will be SR2=0.9 
as well. Comparing with the results of 100% methane reburning, the NO concnetration has 
decreased from 46 ppm to 7 ppm from the initially fed lo00 ppm; the HCN concentration increased 
slightly from 833 ppm to 864 ppm and the NH, increased from 33 ppm to 47 ppm. Considering the 
high instability at high temperatures and the burnout zone reactions the HCN could be easily 
handled. Likewise, ammonia will be converted to nitrogen and water in the burnout zone and hence 
would not be a problem. The N,O level is practically insignificant for both cases, either 100 % 
methane or 90% methane/ 10% acetylene. 

The above observations would point to the fact that the presence of ammonia almost brings 
NO+HCN to completion and at the same time greatly favors HCN+NH,. That is why we see a 
little more ammonia formation and less HCN concentration. The presence of 10% acetylene greatly 
favors the completion of NWHCN but favors the HCN +NH, very little. That is why we observe 
increased HCN concentration and insignificant increase in ammonia concentration. 

The above findings will be verified when the experimental facility is ready and reburning 
experiments are conducted. 
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